. Genes identified in the screen Genes and RNAi lines which elicit a phenotypic response in the different compartments tested. Plus and minus denominate presence or lack of phenotype, respectively.
Gene
Fly lines
nos-Gal4
(Germline)
bab-Gal4
(Maintenance niche)
tj-Gal4
(Escort Cells) 
wheeler HM0524118
+ - + AdamTS-A v33347, v110157 - + + BM-40-SPARC HMS02133 - + + cad86C v21327 + - - cad87A v105901 + - + cad99C v3739, v27212 + + - cad-N v1092, v101642 - + + cadN2 v47538 - - + cals v105111 - + - CG13830 HMC02924 + - - CG2247 JF01328 + - - CG31619 v33102 + - - CG31999 JF01162 + - - CG4096 v108353 - - + CG42709 HM05068 + - - CG5003 JF01510 - + +v31001 - + - CG7800 HM05133 + - - closca v104142 + - - collagen type IV HMC02910 - + + dachsous v4313 - - + eyes shut v22541 - - + fat v108863 + - - flightless I JF02720 - - + gfrl v103523 + - - inflated v44885, v100770 + - + kin of irre v109585, v27227, v6696 + - - kugelei v3749, v27114 + + - L(2)gl v51249 - + - lambik HM05114 + - + laminin A JF02908 + + + laminin B2 v42559, v104013 - + + lcp1 v30792 - - + lcp2 v12537 + + - lcp3 v107682 - + -
